AP Chemistry – Atomic Structure and Periodicity
EM Radiation Spectrum

EM Spectrum Calculations
Frequency (f or v)
Wavelength (λ)
Energy (E)
Planck’s Constant (h)
Speed of light (c)

∙ Visible Light produced when excited state electrons return back to ground state
by releasing energy in the form of a photon
∙ Radiation in IR region produced from molecular motion
Electron Configurations

Rules for electron configs: electrons will fill lowest energy level 1st (aufbau principle)
orbitals can hold a max of 2 electrons (pauli exclusion principle)
e- will remain unpaired in orbitals, if possible, to reduce e-/e- repulsion (Hunds rule)
Magnetism (based on unpaired electrons)
Dimagnetic – NO UNPAIRED electrons (not magnetic)
Paramagnetic – HAS UNPAIRED electrons (attracted to magnets)
Ferromagnetic – will retain magnetism when magnetic field applied (has unpaired electrons!)

Common Groups and Properties

Atomic Line Spectra
Atoms have more than 1 e- that can be excited, and each
e- can be excited to different energy levels
 The emission spectrum is a line spectrum that shows
all colors of light produced by an “excited” atom
Each atom has a distinctive and unique line spectrum!

Effective Nuclear Charge
Effective nuclear charge – describes attraction between the nucleus (positive protons) and the Valence electrons (neg.)

Number of protons only matters if moving horizontally within a period (b/c shielding and energy level of VE is constant)

Atomic Radius (size of atom)

Ionic Radius (size of ion)

AR is distance from nucleus to outer VE

Positive ions – lost outer VE (loses energy level) so ions
are SMALLER than their neutral counterpart
Negative ions – gain electrons, have increased e-/erepulsion and electrons spread out so ion is BIGGER

Atomic Radius is OPPOSITE of ENC
High ENC means small atomic radius
 e- are more attracted to nucleus and pulled closer
so the overall atom is smaller
EXPLAIN ENC THEN RELATE TO ATOMIC RADIUS!
Electronegativity
Attraction of nucleus to ANOTHER ATOMS electrons
Since this is an attractive force between nucleus and
electrons ALL ENC arguments will explain electronegativity!

Ionization energy
Energy required to remove an electron
** The closer the electron is to the nucleus (lower the
energy level, the more energy is required to remove it
Overall trend is explained by using ENC

Electron Affinity
Attraction of nucleus to its OWN electrons
Since this is an attractive force between nucleus and
electrons ALL ENC arguments will explain affinity!
Photon-Electron Spectroscopy (PES)
PES is a technique used to determine the energy of each electron within an atom
 Shine high energy radiation at the surface and measure KE of ejected e- (the difference between the amount of
energy used to eject e- and the KE of e- represents the binding energy of the e- in its ground state)

